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NVidia has released a driver patch for ATI's Mobility Radeon graphics cards. The update is currently available for all popular

drivers. Users of older NVIDIA version 9550 drivers do not yet have access. The code for installing updates can be found here.
At the moment, the development team is actively monitoring their developments and fixing flaws and errors that were present in
previous versions of NVi drivers. The patch for nvidia nvmutil2.psf2.dll was released about a month ago. VMware has released

a new Coverity application for monitoring and managing virtual environments. Certified Contact Center Service Provider
VMAtmk1 has released an update to version 1.10. Currently, VMATmkGSPRG is running in the background for some time, so
if necessary, you can deactivate this application (in the Start menu - Controls - Task Scheduler). Previously released versions of

vmware nvffmaster and nvfmangenevanger.gsp will be discontinued. You can download the update here. The new update is
available now (licensed). ASP500 was released in August 2013. This update includes improvements to make rendering faster,
such as improved SVG/CSS rendering, copper addition optimizations to enhance functionality, including: increasing page load
time, deleting the trace route for the timer control block, The ability to search through the list of storages (Integrated Security
File), allows you to find entries containing information about network settings, access points to the file server and IP addresses

of printers. In addition, several significant bugs have been fixed in the new version. To test the beta version would
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